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from Tranquillus. Tony Birley, in Garrison Life at Brothers, wonders: 'Is it possible that Suetonius year, including blankets, dining outfits and vests old or made available to Cerialis when its owner mission?' (Birley 2002: 139).

's errant undergarments rested on their long dolanda in Roman Manchester (Manucium)—actus somehow neglects to tell us, by Agricola—

these omens, the lively Manchester conference, if any, personal annoyances or instances of loss (did rain), and it produced the initial versions of chapters presented in this volume. To these we have specially commissioned for the occasion.

have accumulated a number of debts. Sincere Ruth Morello (who helped to organize the 2008 O'Shea and her team at OUP, especially Juliet anonymous readers for the Press. Above all, Roy thank Tristan Power, who has been the leading force behind the book since its inception.
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